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Sanlam Group comprises of the five following 

operating clusters 



Sanlam Operational Structure 







 

Our commitment to creating a 

world worth living in and enabling 

people to live their best possible 

lives means conducting our 

business with due regard to our 

environmental impact and 

influencing meaningful and 

sustained change in behaviour. 

 

 

Our Sustainability Management Framework 

 

 



⧁ Sanlam recognises the increasing impact of climate 

change and its potential impact on future earnings 

growth. The Group therefore is committed to bringing 

environmental factors into investment decisions. 

⧁ Sanlam also continuously works to minimise its 

environmental footprint including its water footprint 

and reports this to the Social, Ethics and 

Sustainability Committee. 

 

Sustainability in Sanlam 

 



 

Environmental 

Performance: 

Water 

o Sanlam is a non-water intensive 

business 

o We do recognise the need to preserve 

water and reduce consumption 

o We have been tracking our water use 

since 2010 

o Facilities Managers have environmental 

management as part of the KPAs 

o In 2015, we reduced our total water 

consumption by 53% compared to 2010 
 



⧁ Partnership started in 2007, with the focus on the conservation of South 

Africa’s water systems. 

⧁ To date, Sanlam has committed R50 million. 

⧁ Sanlam’s investment goes towards securing South Africa’s water 

sources areas and promoting water stewardship. 

⧁ Since 2012, the partnership also included focus on influencing greater 

awareness of water issues in the Group’s business practices. 

⧁ Currently supporting a water balance project in George, where alien 

vegetation is being removed 

⧁ This has helped in a greater understanding of water risks to drive better 

insurance and investment practices. 

 

Sanlam - WWF Partnership 



⧁ From a financial services industry perspective, this partnership 

generates insights that link water security back to financial services. 

⧁ The understanding of how water risk impacts the valuation of 

companies and how asset owners can drive better practice for water 

security is currently limited. 

⧁ Collaboration in managing this shared resource is key. 

⧁ Water Risk Filter is one such tool that could foster collaboration 

Sanlam - WWF Partnership 




